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Summary
This paper reviews the dendrochronological evidence for native Scottish timber in historic buildings and archaeological sites, using
tree-ring data which cover a 1000 year period. This records a millennium of enormous changes in the timber supply in Scotland. Prior to 1450, native
oak dominates the record, much of it long-lived material originating in the 10th and 11th centuries. In the mid 15th century, at a time when the state
recognises the degradation of the Scottish woodlands, there is an almost wholesale shift to imported oak timber which persists into the 17th century.
At this time, Norway cuts off its oak supplies and imported pine becomes most prevalent thereafter. The reasons for the demise of native oak timber
are considered in the context of possible inadequacies in resource management in the face of a worsening climate. The tree-ring evidence for the later,
and largely localised, exploitation of the native pinewoods for timber is also considered.

Introduction
After more than 20 years of research by the authors in
the dendrochronological dating of historic timbers in
Scotland, it is possible to review the results from many
individual sites in a thematic way and consider what
they reveal about changes in native Scottish timber
resources over time. In addition to providing felling
dates for the timbers, dendrochronological studies
yield information on the provenance and age of the
trees and, by extension, the nature of the woodland
resource. The bulk of our evidence comes from
timbers in historic buildings, and only rarely do we
encounter archaeological sites which produce
timbers. A small number of prehistoric and early
medieval archaeological sites have been subject to
tree-ring analysis (Crone & Mills, 2002), but as yet the
data set is small, and consequently this paper
concentrates on the last millennium, the period for
which much more tree-ring evidence is available.
When we presented a summary of the state of
dendrochronological research in Scotland in the
‘Scottish’ Antiquity volume (Crone & Mills, 2002) it
was already clear, from the smaller data set then
available, that a shift occurs during the 15th Century
AD from a predominantly native oak timber supply
to one dominated by foreign imports, first of oak and
later of pine. As our work has progressed, this picture
has broadly held true (Figure 1), although some
regional differences in the availability and
exploitation of native resources are emerging as the
dataset increases.
The relative ease with which imported historic
timber can be dated and provenanced is a
consequence of the great network of tree-ring
chronologies built up by dendrochronologists
working in the historic timber-exporting regions of
Northern Europe, especially Scandinavia, Poland and
the Baltic States. In contrast, we recognised in our
2002 paper that Scotland had very few native
reference chronologies. This in turn reduced the
chance of identifying, dating and provenancing any
genuinely Scottish timber amongst the sea of historic

imports. Indeed, our work on buildings had
generated a number of undated and therefore
unprovenanced sequences, and the possibility existed
that some represented Scottish-grown material but
that no suitable native reference data existed with
which to match them. A five-year programme of
research was implemented to start to redress the
balance by developing more native chronologies for
oak and pine, the principal species encountered as
historic timbers. The project had a particular focus on
north east Scotland, and encompassed work on both
living trees and historic buildings. As this Native Oak
and Pine (NOAP) dendrochronology project draws
to a close, it seems an opportune moment to review
the tree-ring evidence for the historic native timber
supply in Scotland.

Native timber resources:
before AD 1450
Before 1450, the dendrochronological evidence for
timbers from medieval buildings and excavations
shows a predominance of long-lived native oak.
Figure 1 summarises the information from large
numbers of individual tree-ring sequences by
grouping them into site chronologies, and is designed
to allow the eye to appreciate the general changes in
sequence length, species and source of timber over
time. The dating process is described elsewhere (eg
Baillie, 1982, English Heritage, 1998) but includes
statistical correlation using ‘t’ values. These are
mentioned in this paper; essentially t-values >3.5 are
considered significant and the higher the t-value the
closer the match.
The earliest group of chronologies in Figure 1
comes from excavations in medieval Scottish burghs:
Inverness Castle Street; Glasgow High Street;
Aberdeen Gallowgate; and Perth High Street (Crone,
2000; Crone & Baillie, 2010). They provide an insight
into the timber available for construction of these
early urban centres; all were granted burgh status
during the 12th century and had become flourishing
communities by the 14th century (Crone, 2000).
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Figure 1 Tree-ring chronologies from Scotland; date, species and source.
Each bar represents a site chronology and, where more than one timber was available, this is created by averaging the individual sequences together at
the position of match and then dating the resultant site chronology against reference chronologies of known age and origin. It is important to understand,
therefore, that not all individual timbers making up each site chronology stretch for the full date span represented by the site’s bar.
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Inverness and Glasgow
Three out of seven radially split planks of oak timbers from
Castle Street, Inverness were dated; they were felled in mature
woodland in or after the late 12th century (Crone, 2000). The
oldest tree started life before AD 933 and was over 200 years
old when felled. The Glasgow High Street chronology
represents three large, radially split oak planks (Crone, 2000).
Two planks with intact sapwood, cleft from the same tree, were
felled in the spring of AD 1191. The timbers originate in
woodland over 200 years old from the 10th century. The
Aberdeen Gallowgate chronology represents four oak timbers
felled in or after the late 12th century (Crone, 2000). Two
trimmed roundwood logs spanned the late 11th to late 12th
centuries. The other two timbers were from much older trees;
the most complete had 255 rings, was felled in 1184/85, and
started to grow in the early 10th century.

Perth High Street
Excavations in the 1970s at Perth High Street recovered a
disparate assemblage of structural oak timbers (Crone, 2000;
Crone & Baillie, 2010). Correlation between sequences was
variable and dating was not straightforward. Thirteen out of 23
timbers could be dated to construction phases of the mid 12th
to early 13th centuries, and were from trees which started life
in either the 10th or 11th centuries. Some younger trees were
represented amongst the undated sequences. The dated
sequences, while native, clearly represented a range of source
woodlands. It is not yet possible to be more precise about their
geographic origins.

Other 13th Century sites
Only a few chronologies end in the 13th century, and
have rather shorter spans than those immediately
before and after (Figure 1). A small oak element in a
foundation raft at Jedburgh Abbey was dated to the
mid-13th century (Baillie in Lewis & Ewart, 1995,
40); its sequence starts in the early 12th century. The
main oak beam of the raft, supporting a massive stone
wall, was an impressive 9.2 m long and 0.7 m wide but
could not be sampled. Its age and origin would be of
great interest. At Spynie Palace, Moray, three oak
baulks surviving as fragments in the masonry were
re-used from an earlier structure. All three may have
come from the same tree, which started life in the
11th century and was felled after AD 1246. The Spynie
chronology matches closely (t=9.18) with
Randolph’s Hall at Darnaway Castle, Moray (Stell &
Baillie, 1993) indicating the probable use of local
timber in both buildings. Small squared oak timbers
in the c.AD 1600 St John’s House in St Andrews were
re-used from a much earlier building; the chronology
dated to AD1072-1248 with a felling date between
AD 1249 and 1289 (Mills, 2000). No timbers included
the central rings, so they probably started to grow
before the mid 11th century. The timber was used
very economically, with up to six timbers being cut
from one length of tree stem (Mills, 2000). An origin
in east Scotland is indicated, but the source cannot yet
be pinned down closely (Mills, 2000).

Queen Mary’s House,
St Andrews
The next site, chronologically, in Figure 1, is Queen Mary’s
House, also in St Andrews. Two oaks together span AD 11191286 (Baillie, 1995, 132) but without sapwood the felling date
cannot be determined. They must surely pre-date the 16th
century construction of Queen Mary’s House and be re-used

(Mills, 2000), an important consideration because they appear
to represent the earliest known import of structural timber
into Scotland, matching most closely with Gdansk in Poland
(Wazny, 1992), so indicating import from the eastern Baltic
(Baillie, 1995, 132). This is a rather anomalous result. Apart
from being much earlier than any other imported structural
timber, all other eastern Baltic oak arrives later in the form of
fine boards, known as ‘Estland boards’, while Scandinavia
supplies the structural material in the later medieval period
(Crone & Mills,forthcoming). This early example of
importation may reflect the developing pressures on the
domestic supply, and perhaps the relative ease of obtaining
imported timber, at least in Fife, at this time.

Elgin Wells
Progressing forward in Figure 1, a change occurs with much
older oaks represented by the majority of chronologies ending
in the 14th century and some into the 15th century. This
longer-lived native oak is first represented by timber-lined
wells excavated in Elgin (Crone, 2000; Murray et al., 2009).
Elgin Well 3 contained 22 radially-split planks, four braces and
four corner posts which were either half- or quarter-logs,
trimmed square, with between 160 and 245 rings present. The
planks had 235-355 rings present; the longest sequence had
intact bark and dated to AD 1301. All the other timbers could
have been felled at this time. The sequences matched each
other closely, including some probable same-tree groups, and
formed a 416 year chronology, spanning AD 886-1301. This
matched closely with Randolph’s Hall, Darnaway (t=10.23),
indicating a probable local source. Elgin Wells 1 & 2 produced
a more mixed assemblage, complicated by re-use; the 10
analysed timbers, with 71-254 rings, included radially-cleft
planks and boxed heart baulks (Plate 1). The site’s bar in Figure
1 masks a wide range of estimated felling dates, between the
12th and 14th centuries, but many sequences started in the
first half of the 10th century. They matched most closely with
Elgin Well 3 and Darnaway. Clearly there was plentiful local
oak in north-east Scotland at this time.

River Kelvin, Glasgow Cathedral
and Caerlaverock
The next three sites in Figure 1 demonstrate that long-lived
oaks were available in more southerly parts of Scotland in the
14th century. When excavated, a timber found with the
remains of a bridge over the River Kelvin, near Balmuidy
Roman Fort, was thought to be Roman, but Baillie dated it to
AD 1056-1331 (Crone, 2000). With 276 rings, this represents
another very old oak used for construction in this period.
Glasgow Cathedral timbers were analysed by Baillie while
developing the first oak reference chronology for south &
central Scotland (Baillie, 1977; 1982). The cathedral roof was
extensively repaired in the early 20th century, and some
original timbers had been placed in storage. Baillie
cross-matched 14 timbers to produce a 415 year chronology
spanning AD 946-1360, incorporating two recognisable felling
phases, in AD 1258 and around AD 1385. Many timbers came
from trees over 200 years old, and some over 300 stretch back
at least to the early 11th century; one timber which ends
without sapwood in the mid 12th century extends back to AD
896 (but only measurable from AD 946). Baillie does not
comment on the source(s), except to imply by inclusion in the
‘Scotland’ chronology that this is Scottish oak. Possibly some
cathedral timber came from Loch Lomondside, based on
documentary evidence. In AD 1277 Bishop Wishart purchased
from the Lord of Luss the right to fell timber to build a
campanile and a treasury, housed in two western towers
demolished in the mid 19th century (Primrose 1918). The roof
timbers analysed by Baillie probably come from the mid-13th
century choir and 14th century nave (Oldrieve, 1916), but
possibly the same source of timber was used more than once.
At Caerlaverock Castle, Baillie dated 18 large, long-lived oak
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timbers from bridge foundations preserved in the moat.
Several retained complete sapwood, revealing three felling
phases, in AD 1277, 1333 and 1371; most extended back well
into the 11th century (Baillie, 1982, 160-3 & Fig 8.4). Together
the Caerlaverock timbers span AD 1010-1370, and match
closely with Glasgow Cathedral (t=9.9; Baillie 1977, 38). They
were therefore incorporated into Baillie’s ‘Scotland’
chronology. Interestingly, a slightly later group of timbers from
the moat were similarly massive, up to 450 mm square, but
much faster grown; none had more than 59 rings so could not
be dated or provenanced. Baillie (1982, 163) suggested they
could represent an emerging pattern, seen in several sites, of
younger native oak felled in the 15th century which had
regenerated after 1350, an issue which we shall return to below.
Before that we consider the last few remaining long-lived oak
site chronologies.

Darnaway
In the north-east, we find Randolph’s Hall at Darnaway (Plate
2), where Baillie examined the applicability of the south central
‘Scotland’ chronology in dating oak elsewhere in Scotland
(Stell & Baillie, 1993). The experiment was successful in this
case; Darnaway matched the ‘Scotland’ master with a t value of
5.2, assisted by the long length and good replication of the
Darnaway chronology. It spanned AD 969-1387 (the main
felling date) but only because one exceptional timber
contained 418 rings. The sequence lengths were variable, the
next longest starting in the 12th century and a few had less
than 100 rings, including three undated fast-grown timbers.
Baillie noted that different populations may have been selected
for different purposes, the older trees being used in the curved
braces and the young, straight trees in the hammer-beams.
Darnaway has an important link with our next chronology,
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created from two large baulks re-used as lintels in the Chapel
Royal, Stirling Castle (Crone & Fawcett 1998). Their crosssections were 300x220mm and 340x220mm, and one spanned
AD 1065-1406 (342 years), the other AD1055-1249 (195
years). They probably originate from a demolished 15th
century building, although without sapwood this is
speculative. They matched each other closely (t=9.52) to form
the 352 year Chapel Royal chronology, which in turn matched
well with Darnaway (t=10.67) and Spynie Palace (t= 9.11) and
less well, but acceptably, with the south central ‘Scotland’
master (t=4.35). This indicates long-distance transport of
timber from the north-east, quite possibly from the Royal
Forest at Darnaway which was at the crown’s disposal.
Darnaway timber was shipped to the central belt for several
royal projects in the 15th and 16th centuries (Anderson 1967,
202-3). Thus, sizeable oak continued to be obtained from
Darnaway long after Randolph’s Hall was built.

Lincluden
Skipping up Figure 1 a few sites, Lincluden is the last site with
long-lived medieval oak, and a key site in the development of
the ‘Scotland’ master (Baillie 1977; 1978). Difficulty in
bridging the 14th century in chronology construction in
Ireland influenced the decision to turn to Scotland (Baillie
1978, 256). Oak panels from a choir stall from Lincluden
College provided the necessary bridge. The radially split oak
planks contained up to 367 rings and the Lincluden
chronology spanned AD1068-1467 (Baillie, 1982, 149). Thus it
falls just a little later than the majority of the long-lived oak
sites, and just after our 1450 threshold, but in character it
belongs to that earlier group.

Plate 1 Native oak
timbers lining Well
2 at 213-225 High
St, Elgin; they were
felled sometime in
the first half of the
14th century AD
(Copyright; Murray
Archaeological
Services).
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A diminishing resource:
AD 1450-1600

After 1450, as Figure 1 so forcefully illustrates, most
timber is imported, and very few sites contain any
native oak. The history of imported timber in Scottish
buildings is the subject of a separate paper (Crone &
Mills, forthcoming). In summary though, from about
1450 to about 1600, the majority of dendro-dated
structural timber is imported oak, predominantly
from Scandinavia (Plate 3), while eastern Baltic oak
was sought out for its fine, straight grain which made
it particularly suitable for boards which were going to
be carved or painted. This is well-illustrated at the
first import site to appear in this period (Figure 1), the
Guthrie Aisle, Angus, built soon after AD1464; the
roof timbers are Scandinavian oak, while the fine, radially cleft ceiling boards have an eastern Baltic origin
(Crone & Fawcett, forthcoming). The results indicate
that by the late 15th century timber could be acquired
through timber merchants who were able to satisfy
specialised construction requirements from a range
of foreign sources. The question to consider is why
this almost complete switch from native to
imported oak. An examination of the characteristics
of the few sites with native oak after 1450 offers
some insights.

Stirling Castle
and Alloa Tower

Plate 2 Randolph’s
Hall, Darnaway;
the local oaks were
mostly felled in
AD1387
© Crown Copyright:
RCAHMS. Licensor
www.rcahms.gov.uk

Threave Castle
Soon after its construction, the usefulness of the ‘Scotland’
master in dating other material was tested using excavated
timbers from Threave Castle, south west Scotland
(Baillie,1978). Dating proved successful; the timbers were
felled in 1446/7, tying in closely with other dating evidence.
They contained around 100 rings, and so represent much
younger material than those long lived oaks seen in many of
the preceding sites. This site falls at a cusp of a remarkable
change in the timber supply pattern from the second half of the
15th century.

In summary then, with one exception, all the
timber used in pre-1450 buildings has been identified
as native oak, much of it from mature, long-lived
trees, although many of the long site chronologies
mask a greater variety of tree ages. This pattern is also
reflected in timbers from medieval archaeological
sites, such as the Elgin wells. Most sites include timber
from trees which started life in the 10th or 11th
centuries, and this applies equally to 14th /early 15th
century sites as it does to the early burgh sites of the
late 12th century. After a preceding gap in the
Scottish oak tree-ring record (Crone, 2006), these
timbers seem to originate in the same broad
regeneration phase, which co-incides with the
Medieval Warm Period (Mann et al., 2009). The
picture from the few chronologies ending in the 13th
century is different, apparently having younger
material, but this is a very limited data set.

Our most revealing evidence comes from the largest dendrochronological dating programme undertaken in Scotland, at
Stirling Castle (Crone, 2008). Only 10% of the oak timbers
investigated at the castle complex were native-grown and these
all came from the earliest episodes of building activity (Crone,
2008, 13). Native oak felled in 1500/1, and subsequently
re-used in the King’s Bedchamber in the Palace, was young and
fast-grown, 80–100 years at most. Most of the timbers used in
this room were even younger, to the extent that some had too
few rings to be analysed; we surmise that this is probably native
wood too. There is, of course, a danger of circular argument
here; if the oak is young and fast-grown we assume it is native,
but we cannot demonstrate its provenance precisely because it
is too young for dendrochronological analysis. However, the
contrast with the imported timber used in the same building
episode at Stirling Palace which is older and slower-grown,
between 120 and 140 years of age (ibid, 33 Table 2) tends to
support the assumption that young, fast-grown oak of late
15th/early 16th century date is probably native. For these
reasons we believe that the oak used for the rafters in the late
15th century towerhouse at Alloa, Stirlingshire was also native;
it was small, fast-grown timber, all less than 60 years old, and
so could not be dated.
Alloa and Stirling lie in central Scotland where woodlands
may have been exhausted earlier than in other parts of the
country. Certainly, the use of very long-lived oaks at Lincluden
College, at about the time that Guthrie Aisle was built, indicate
that some mature oaks survived in south-west
Scotland into the late 15th century. This of course was for a
specialist use, a fine choir stall requiring large radially cleft
boards, made for the powerful Earl of Douglas who could no
doubt access the rarest of resources. However, the Earldom
either did not have access to, or more probably did not wish to
use, such mature oak at Threave Castle in the mid 15th century
(see above).
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Castle of Park, Glenluce
When originally analysed, 16th century timber from Castle of
Park, Glenluce, Dumfries & Galloway, was considered native
and included in the ‘Scotland’ chronology (Baillie 1982,
148-9). Five timbers formed a 202 year site chronology,
spanning AD1350-1551. We have recently reviewed the
evidence for Park with colleagues in the Belfast lab who built
the chronology, because it now appears so anomalous as a lone
native site amongst the sea of imported material in this period
(Figure 1). Park matches most closely with Irish chronologies,
especially around Dublin (Brown pers. comm..) and shows
much lower correlation with the few Scottish site chronologies
from this period. Given Castle of Park’s situation, so close to
the Irish Sea, the provenance cannot be confirmed until better
replication is achieved in the Scottish native oak data for this
period, but on current evidence the Park timbers could well be
an Irish import (see Smout 1963, 178-82).

Newark Castle
Scandinavia continues to be the most common source of
structural oak throughout the late 15th and the 16th centuries,
although it must be noted that our record is dominated by sites
in eastern Scotland (Figure 1). Native oak does not appear
again in the dendrochronological record until the late 16th
century (Figure 1), and includes a west coast site. Timbers in
Newark Castle, Port Glasgow, were felled in AD1598 from
trees around 100 years old that started life in the late 15th
century. They were squared heart baulks, retaining vestiges of
bark in the corners. This, together with the mix of fresh and
re-used (undated) timber in the roof, represents an economy
of use. The provenance of the Newark timbers cannot be
pinned down closely, because there is very little other native
material available for comparison at this period.

Crathes and Drum castles
The only other buildings with dated native oak for this period
are Crathes and Drum castles, close to each other in the Dee
Valley, Aberdeenshire, and targeted under the NOAP project.
Together their chronologies span AD 1443-1608, but
comprising several different groups of native timbers (Figure
2). Crathes Castle roofs contained timbers felled between 1589
and 1591, from a variety of local woods and stockpiled over
several years in advance of the castle’s completion in 1596. The
timbers were quite fast grown with wavy grain, and from
youngish trees which started life in or after the mid
15th century.
The roofs of the mansion house at neighbouring Drum
Castle contained a mixture of ‘new’ and re-used oak timber
(Plate 4). The ‘new’ timber was probably all felled in 1608 and
1609 (Drumx22, Figure 2), but re-use was demonstrated by a
timber felled in AD1561 and a small group which matched it
(DRUMx3, Figure 2). DRUMx3 did not match DRUMx22,
despite being contemporaneous, and was dated against the
Crathes site chronology (t=5.13), indicating that the two Drum
groupings represent two different localities. It appears the
Drum timbers were gathered from a variety of local sources in
advance of completion of the building around 1618-1621.
Even though several local sources are likely, all of the dated
timber in Drum is relatively young, and, like Crathes, no sequences extend back beyond the mid 15th century.

Cadzow, Hamilton
The only other native oak chronology which spans the late
15th and 16th centuries is from the ancient living oaks at
Cadzow, Hamilton (Figure 1); Cadzow starts in AD 1444, but
the first 50 years comprises a single tree (Baillie 1982, 104).
Consequently, the late medieval site chronologies from
Newark, Crathes and Drum have had to be dated against
chronologies from Ireland and England, and although the
correlations are low, unlike the Castle of Park correlations, the
possibility remains that the timber could have been imported
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from these countries. However, it is particularly unlikely that
English timber was used at Drum and Crathes. The Wood of
Drum was still able to supply timber to build the Bonaccord, a
ship built in Aberdeen in 1606 (see http://www.aberdeenships.
com), so there was probably enough local wood in 1609 to
build the mansion house.
The admittedly limited data set for native oak in the late
medieval period indicates that Scottish woodlands were not
producing particularly good quality timber in this period. The
Newark timbers’ growth-rate was very variable with bands of
both fast and extremely slow growth. The grain was often
irregular, with many rafters and collars displaying pronounced
curvature along their lengths. One might anticipate this type of
growth in an environmentally stressed situation or under poor
management. At both Drum and Crathes much of the timber
was also irregularly grained and often knotty, with large
patches of bark left on the edges, presumably to obtain the
maximum scantling out of the trees. Much of the timber from
Drum was also characterised by bands of compressed growth
which was particularly pronounced in the latter 20-30 years of
each tree’s life.
The mid-late 15th century origins of the Newark, Drum
and Crathes sequences echo the ‘birth’ dates of the sampled
Cadzow oaks (Figure 1), many of which originated around
1500, interpreted as a possible regeneration phase (Baillie
1982, 104). Their survival is attributed to being within the
hunting forest of the Dukes of Hamilton (Dougall & Dickson
1997). Those authors found no evidence in the ring patterns
for a cyclical pollarding signal, which would be another
explanation for the oaks’ longevity. Some Cadzow oaks are
located on rig and furrow (Crone & Watson 2003, Plate 3.7),
suggesting they regenerated or were planted upon agricultural
land, conformable with the idea of a created ‘chase’. The
Cadzow oaks are exceptionally long-lived, and so far no other
oaks approaching this age have been identified in Scotland.
Another ancient living oak site at Lockwood, Dumfries and
Galloway, was sampled by Baillie (1982, 104); the oldest tree
extended back to 1571. Together Cadzow and Lockwood
provided the most recent centuries of the south central
Scotland chronology (Baillie 1977).
Plate 3 Coring in
progress on the roof
in The Merchant’s
House, Brechin.
This is one of the
earliest examples of
imported oak (see
Figure 1 – Brechin 1).
The oak was felled
in AD 1470 and is
Scandinavian, either
Swedish or Danish;
it was re-used in this
later roof (Crone et
al., 2004).
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Figure 2
Chronological
relationships of
timbers from Drum
and Crathes Castles,
components of the
combined chronology
NECASTLEMEAN
AD 1443-1608
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Old Wood of Drum
and Darnaway Oaks
A similar approach was undertaken in the NOAP project, by
sampling reputedly long-lived oak trees in north east Scotland,
at the Old Wood of Drum (Plate 5) and Darnaway. At Drum it
was hoped that the trees might overlap with the building timbers, to form a much longer site chronology, while at Darnaway, some oaks of exceptional girth were regarded locally as
potential survivors of the medieval hunting forest. However,
the trees proved much younger than their reputations
suggested. Nine trees from the Old Wood of Drum formed a
chronology spanning AD1777-2005 (221 years) and started
life in around the 1760s, at a time when the proprietor was
selling off the old ‘scrabbly oaks’ for felling while planting
several thousand young trees. Eight old oaks at Darnaway
formed a chronology spanning AD1720-1998; the oldest
sample indicated an early 18th century origin, although some
were later 18th century. Some trees exhibited fused
multi-stems which might indicate an origin in coppice, early

grazing damage or even bundle planting. Further research
could yield older living oaks in north east Scotland, but currently a large gap exists between the felling dates of the native
oak timber chronologies, at Drum in the early 17th century,
and the birth dates of these ‘old’ living oaks in the 18th century
(Figure 1). However, the historic records at Drum show that
some oak woodland persisted between these dates, albeit in
poor condition by the 1760s.
Thus, from the mid 15th to the early 17th century, the
dendrochronological record contains very few native timbers
and a predominance of Scandinavian oak timber (Figure 1).
We had always suspected that much of that imported oak
could be Norwegian, but until recently it has been difficult to
prove because Norway has poor tree-ring coverage for oak,
most of it having been exported long ago. The work of
colleagues in Denmark, where much Norwegian oak was sent,
has now resulted in a ‘proxy’ regional chronology for Norway
which contains import chronologies from other countries,
including several from Scotland (Neils Bonde pers comm), the
Lothians especially (Crone & Gallagher 2008, 253). This
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chronology has now enabled us to date some material which
remained undated for nearly a decade. This includes
Norwegian oak timbers in Gardyne’s Land, Dundee with a terminus post quem felling date of 1660 AD. This is mentioned
because Gardyne’s Land is the last of the buildings in Figure 1
in which Scandinavian oak was identified and rests on the cusp
of a sea-change in supply patterns. The export of oak from
Norway was prohibited after 1602 because the remaining
supplies were vital for the construction of the DanishNorwegian fleet (Lillehammer, 1986, 104). It is interesting to
find mid-17th century Norwegian oak in a Scottish building;
perhaps it was the result of small-scale smuggling.

New supply patterns:
after AD 1600

The Norwegian prohibition on the export of oak was
prompted by the rapid disappearance of their native
oak woodlands and the reduced availability of
imported oak is reflected in Scottish buildings in the
last decades of the 16th century. Norwegian pine
boards had probably been imported for most of the
16th century (although the floor over the Queens
Bedchamber in Stirling Palace are the only
dendro-dated examples – Crone, 2008) but towards
the end of the century imported pine beams begin to
appear more frequently than imported oak beams.
For instance, many of the painted ceilings which were
so fashionable at this time were built using
Norwegian pine beams and boards (Crone & Sproat,
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forthcoming). By the 17th century pine had replaced
oak as the most common timber for larger structural
elements, such as rafters and joists. In a country with
considerable pine woodland of its own, it might be
expected that Scotland would turn to its native pine
resources when the Norwegian oak supply was cut off.
However, our small data set so far shows that, until
the mid 18th century, imported pine was relied upon
heavily, at least in those few larger buildings we have
investigated.

Plate 5 The Old
Wood of Drum:
dendrochronology
showed that the
oaks there now were
planted in the 18th
Century.

Plate 4 Coring
in progress in the
Mansion House roof
at Drum Castle, the
last dendro-dated
native oak roof in
Scotland; it contains
timbers felled in
1608 and 1609 and
some re-used earlier
material.
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Plate 7 (opposite)
Native pine timbers
in a cruck-frame byre
at Inverey, Mar, dated
against local living
pine chronologies; the
main felling phase
was 1799/1800
and the building was
extended with timber
felled in 1815.

Plate 6 Duff
House, Banff: the roof
trusses contains a
mix of Scandinavian
pine felled in 1736-7
and fast-grown pine
beams which may
be native but which
have too few rings to
be dendro-dated or
provenanced.
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Pine beams, felled between AD 1664 and 1671 and
inserted throughout Stirling Palace to strengthen the
floors, were imported from Scandinavia (Figure 1).
Duff House, Morayshire, also contains Scandinavian
pine, felled in 1736-7 (Plate 6); contemporary records
suggests that this was probably Norwegian (Court of
Session Papers 1743, 3). Until the early 18th century
Scottish skippers had been able to trade directly with
farmers who owned the woods fringing the fjords
around Stavanger and although forbidden in this area
by royal resolution in 1717 (Lillehammer 1986, 109)
this sort of trading may have continued in other areas
for a while. All the other 18th century constructions
employed eastern Baltic pine: Fort George near
Inverness; Elderslie House, Glasgow; 42-44 Market St,
Haddington; and in late alterations to the Great Hall,
Stirling Castle. This reflects another major change in
the pattern of Scotland’s timber trade; in the second
half of the 18th century ‘…the balance of the Scottish
import trade in timber switched from Norway, briefly
to Sweden, and then decisively to the Baltic’ (Smout,
1999, 54).
The dendrochronological evidence for the use of
native Scottish pine is currently limited to a few
vernacular buildings in north-east Scotland, the focus
area for the NOAP project. The reasons for this
selection were twofold. Firstly, north east Scotland
has many woodlands dominated by natural-origin
Scots pine (Pinus sylvestris L.); these woodlands
survived large-scale exploitation until the 18th
century because they were remote and inaccessible,
and the lack of a developed transport infrastructure
made the movement of timber in any quantity
extremely difficult (Lythe, 1960, 143). As a
consequence, remnants of the ancient pinewoods
survive and some contain very long-lived pine (Steven
& Carlisle, 1959; Edwards, 1998; Jones, 1999) suitable
for developing native pine reference chronologies, an
important aspect of the NOAP project (Mills, 2008;
Mills et al., forthcoming). Secondly, timber for
building in these areas is likely to have been sourced
locally not only because of plentiful supplies but also
because the very inaccessibility which inhibited
export will also have impeded the import of foreign
timber. Thus, in this area we anticipated finding native
pine in pre-1800 buildings more readily than in
lowland and coastal Scotland.
Within the NOAP project we examined timbers in
41 buildings of 17th and 18th century date in north
east Scotland and, of those, at least some original
timberwork survived in 27, or 66% of the sample. In
those with original timbers, the wood used is almost
invariably pine (the only buildings with oak were
Drum and Crathes castles described above), usually
young and fast-grown pine, with the average
estimated age of the timber being 30-50 years. This
type of timber was used across the spectrum of
building types, from an agricultural steading at Dallas
Lodge, Moray to the laird’s residence at Leith Hall,
Huntly. Longer-lived pine was observed in only two
places, Duff House, Banff and Fort George, Inverness,
but this material proved to be imported. The roof of

Duff House also contained lots of young timber, some
as young as 15 years, and consequently, this type of
timber was not sampled. There was a mixture of sawn
and axe-dressed timber within the roof and many of
the sawn timbers were very fast-grown. The
carpenters had been instructed ‘..to saw out the
longest of the logs that came from Braemar..’ (Court of
Sessions papers 1743, 28) which suggests the young,
fast-grown timber was indeed native. The
Barracks at Fort George were not sampled for the
same reason; the timber was too young for
dendro-dating. This could be the native pine mentioned in the Army ledgers. The Barracks were the
first buildings to be erected in the Fort (MacIvor,
1976, 33) so this may have been the only type of
timber the Army could obtain rapidly. As early as
1752 builders for the army garrison at Fort Augustus
specified a preference for imported wood over local
supplies because it was better quality (Smout et al.,
2005, 130).
The young age of much pine timber assessed for
NOAP made it unsuitable for dendrochronological
analysis but buildings near to some of the recently
developed living pine chronologies in Upper Deeside
were targeted to test whether the proximity of local
reference chronologies would help in dating relatively
short sequences (Mills, 2008; Mills et al.,
forthcoming). This has resulted in the successful
dating of two vernacular buildings, the first time in
the UK that dendrochronological dates have been
obtained for native pine timbers in buildings.
Remnant crucks within the Red House, at Mar Lodge
Estate, were felled in AD1799 and AD1808 (Mills,
2008). The two felling dates might reflect stockpiling
of timber for use on the estate which had a
sophisticated forestry infrastructure by this time,
including its own sawmills (Urquhart et al., 2001;
Watson & Stewart, 2004). Timbers in a cruck-frame
byre at nearby Inverey (Plate 7) were felled in
AD1799/1800 and the building was extended with
timbers felled in AD1815 (Mills, 2008). These
buildings were constructed as part of the wider
re-organisation of the Mar Estate settlement pattern,
after the clearances of many farming townships in the
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Ancient native pine
woodland at Mar
Lodge Estate, in
Glen Derry. Cores
were sampled from
these woods to build
native pine reference
chronologies.
© Coralie Mills
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later 18th century (Dixon & Green, 1995), and so the
use of estate timber is likely.
Both of these native pine buildings yielded
timbers with longer sequences than anticipated; the
Red House crucks were between 80–110 years while
Inverey byre (Plate 7) contained sequences up to 141
years, and thus were cut from trees starting life around
the mid 17th to early 18th centuries. While their
sequence lengths helped, availability of local
reference chronologies representative of the source
area was found to be critical in the dating of these
native pine timbers. Several buildings along the Spey
valley were also analysed but none could be dated,
despite the presence of some sequences over 80 years
in length. Poor internal correlation prohibited the
construction of site chronologies for Castle Grant,
The MacRobert House, Kingussie and 96, High St,
Grantown-on-Spey; only occasional pairs and trios of
sequences matched, usually indicative of a variety of
woodland sources. The MacRobert House included
fast-grown timbers less than 40 years and slow-grown
timbers up to 124 years of age. Grantown-on-Spey
and Kingussie were both planned towns, established
in 1765 and 1799 respectively (Partridge, 1982). By
the late 18th century the timber used to build these
towns could have been obtained in several ways,
either bought from local merchants, in the burgh

markets, from sales held in the woodlands, or directly
from the landowner’s forester (Smout et al., 2005,
147). The timber used is likely to have been floated
down the Spey from the Grant estates throughout
Strathspey (Dickson, 1976) and batches could contain
mixed timber from sites with a range of growing
conditions, from the valley floor to the higher sites in
the Cairngorms (Dunlop,1994, 17), and increasingly
by the early 19th century, from plantations around the
towns (Dickson, 1976, 56). Work is ongoing to
develop living pine reference chronologies for
Speyside (Wilson et al., 2011), and this should assist
with dating buildings in this area.
The 18th century also witnessed the expansion of
industrial-scale oak coppice systems in Scotland to
provide charcoal for the iron furnaces and bark for
the tanning industry, a system which only declined in
the second half of the 19th century in the face of
cheaper imports, but the coppice was never primarily
intended as a timber resource (Stewart, 2003). This is
perhaps exemplified by some late dendro-dated oak
timbers at Elie Granary in Fife used as special
load-bearing plates to strengthen an otherwise pine
structure; these were imported from Northern
Germany a little before 1818 (Mills, 2002b).
This is an appropriate point in time to draw a line
under the dendrochronological input to the
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Native oak resources in the
medieval period

examination of the history of Scotland’s native timber.
After the end of the Napoleonic Wars, and as the
trade with the colonies developed, increasingly
Scotland looked to North America for much of its
timber. The North American connection is one we
have yet to explore dendrochronologically, although
we have a tantalising first glimpse at Elie Granary
where two previously undated oak timbers have recently been dated to the period (AD1607-1808)
against chronologies from the north-eastern USA
(Dan Miles, pers. comm.).

Analysing the
dendrochronological evidence
The dendrochronological evidence shows native
Scottish oak to be the principal source of structural timber prior to 1450, at least in higher status
buildings and the few excavated waterlogged
sites, which tend to be the only instances where
timbers survive from the medieval period.
While the length of the site chronologies
ending in the 12th and 14th centuries
emphasises the availability of long-lived
timber, closer examination reveals a diversity of tree ages at some sites, as at Perth
High Street and Randolph’s Hall.

The use of very long-lived, large oaks for high-status
projects like Glasgow Cathedral’s roofs and the
Lincluden choir-stall is understandable, but less
readily understood where the context is functional
and hidden, as in the Elgin wells. In part this may
relate to technical woodworking constraints, where a
reliance on radial splitting to make planks could make
larger, slow-grown oaks attractive. However, the last
sites where long-lived native oak is used date to the
15th century, the point in time at which there is a
wholesale shift to imported oak in the dendrochronological record. The predominance of long-lived oak in
the record before 1450 begins to look suspiciously
like a sign of poor woodland management for reasons
considered below.
Before 1450, we do not generally see in Scottish
timbers the age pattern that would be expected if the
woodland were being managed to produce oak most
suitable for construction purposes; much younger
material would be expected. In England where, unlike
Scotland, a predominantly timber-framed building
tradition developed, the average age of oak used in
medieval buildings is 25-100 years and, generally,
carpenters used the smallest possible tree for the job
(Miles 2006, 89). In medieval England it was unusual
for large, slow-grown oaks to be used for smaller
members, because this required conversion through
hand sawing (Miles, 2006, 89). Only in the 16th
century, after the dissolution of the monasteries, are
slow-grown oaks more commonly found, due to the
monastic woodlands being sold off for their timber
value (Miles, 2006, 90). Of course, the building
tradition is different in Scotland, with non-oak
crucks and small poles and wattles the
predominant structural elements
in the housing of the poor
(Crone & Watson,
2002), reflecting
the influence
of Scotland’s
distinct
social

A weathered oak
stump in the Old
Wood of Drum
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structure and tenurial system on her built heritage
(Stell, 2010; Crone & Mills, 2011). We do not have the
equivalent of the timber-framed houses of the English
freeholding yeomanry and unfortunately few of our
lower status structures have survived.
It is interesting that the 10th and 11th century
start dates of many longer lived Scottish oak timbers
is shared between material felled for the early burghs
in the late 12th/early 13th century and the material
felled for a wide range of construction purposes, from
the elevated to the mundane, such as the Elgin Wells,
in the 14th century (Figure 1). The important point is
that material from the same 10th/11th century
regeneration phase continues to be used over a long
period, and indeed dominates the scene in the 14th
century. Despite the odd exception, like the younger
timber at 15th century Threave Castle, this
prolonged reliance on old-growth timber may point
to a difficulty with later medieval regeneration (see
below), and by implication a possible deficiency in
forestry management during this period, as it would
appear very little young constructional timber is
being produced. Perhaps the wars with England
which prevailed after 1290, and other socio-economic
upheavals of the period, had a negative effect on
aspects of land management.
As the 15th century progressed the Scottish
parliament became increasingly concerned about the
condition and extent of the nation’s woodlands and
issued a number of Acts, in 1424/5, 1457/8 and
1503/4, all seeking to prevent damage to the
remaining woodland and encourage new planting
(Smout et al., 2005, 38). Amongst the problems the
Acts sought to clamp down on were the stealing of
greenwood and the peeling of bark. The Act of 1503/4
stated that ‘the wood of Scotland is utterly destroyed’,
increased the penalty for thefts of greenwood and
asked landowners to plant an acre of woodland where
extensive woodland did not already exist (Smout et
al., 2005, 38). This is borne out by the dendrochronological evidence for the scarcity and poor quality of
the native oak after 1450 (see above).
Scotland’s principal medieval exports were animal
products such as wool and hides, and its agricultural
regime was largely pastoral. Foresters will know only
too well the damaging impacts of grazing upon
woodland regeneration, yet it appears there was a
longstanding tradition of sheltering and grazing stock
in woodlands in Scotland, a tradition which survived
as a tenancy right in much of the Highlands well into
the 18th century, probably a continuation of a
practice from at least medieval times. Certainly the
medieval monasteries were often granted rights to
graze their stock or extract timber from forests and
woods widely spread over the country (Crone &
Watson, 2002, 70). There is documentation to show
that the practice of enclosure to protect woodland
from grazing damage was known and implemented
by some landowners and monastic houses, for
example by Coupar Angus Abbey in the 15th and

16th centuries, but even they were unable to prevent
tenants from letting their stock into the enclosures
(Crone & Watson, 2002, 71). The extent to which
enclosure was practiced or indeed effective in
managing Scottish medieval woodlands is still very
much open to debate. Certainly at the Black Wood of
Rannoch, the enclosure of the pinewood to protect it
from grazing was a much later (18th century)
development (Lindsay, 1974), and there the forestry
and grazing interests had co-existed for a long time, a
scenario apparent in much of the Highlands.

Control of the woodland resource
The control of the medieval woodland resource rested
in the hands of the land-owning elite; the crown, the
nobility and the church. Where documentary
evidence of timber sources survives before 1450, it is
usually in the form of a ‘grant’ of timber by one
section of the elite to another. Control of the land was
often embodied in the granting of Free Forest (libera
foresta) status, a legal definition giving absolute rights
to all ‘vert and venison’, that is all the living things
within the forest, including timber, and game of
course (Gilbert, 1979). The term ‘forest’ did not
necessarily equate with woodland or timber
production, though there was frequently an overlap
(Crone & Watson, 2002, 71), and the role of early
‘foresters’ was a broad and often powerful one. The
main role of the forest was to act as a place for
hunting, an activity which was the very embodiment
of high-status and a vital aspect of the elite way of life.
While the forest laws represent a Norman
introduction, they are likely to embody older native
traditions (Crone & Watson, 2002, 69).
The Acts of Parliament identifying the poor
condition of Scotland’s woodlands by the 15th
century are borne out in the dendrochronological
record in several ways: by the dramatic shift to
imported timber which occurs during the 15th
century; by the almost complete lack of native oak
timber identified after 1470; and by the predominant
use of long-lived oak in the preceding centuries. Did
the over-riding interests of hunting and grazing make
sustainable forestry a minor consideration in
medieval Scottish woodlands? Did the ever-present
threat of war and social upheaval prevent it?
Whatever the reason, the overall impression gained
from our results is that in the few centuries running
up to 1450 the woodlands were not being managed
sustainably, at least not sufficiently so to supply
Scotland’s construction needs from the late 15th
century onwards, and no doubt exacerbated by
exhaustion of local supplies near major centres
(Gilbert, 1979, 239).
We have some limited evidence that some
landowners paid heed to the Acts of Parliament
passed from AD 1424/5. For example, the young oak
timber, under 60 years of age, used to roof Alloa
Tower in the late 15th century must have started life
earlier that same century, and appears to be a from a
woodland managed to produce good, young,
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fast-grown oak specifically for construction. Similar
comments apply to the last timber phase of young
undated oaks from Caerlaverock Castle, also thought
to be 15th century. The age of the oaks at Cadzow,
with a probable planted origin, also fits with them
being a response to the Acts, although the intention
here was to provide a hunting chase. Similarly, the
oaks used at Newark, Crathes and Drum originated
in the mid-late 15th century, but as we have seen
above, they were not of good quality, having highly
variable growth patterns and twisted grain.

The impact of climate change
This brings us to the possible effect of climate change
in influencing the history of native oak timber in
Scotland. The start and end dates of the cooling of
climate known as ‘The Little Ice Age’ are the subject of
some debate (eg Mann et al., 2009), but some authors
recognise this decline as starting in Scotland during
the 15th century and lasting for several
centuries (Whittington, 1985). Of particular relevance
here is the associated increase in storminess; it seems
that winter storminess was at a minimum during the
preceding Medieval Warm Period but since
c. AD 1420 there has been sustained winter
storminess across the North Atlantic (Dawson et al.,
2004). It may be, then, that any attempts to regenerate
oak woodland after the 1424/5 and later Acts were
undertaken in the face of a worsening climate. Colder,
stormier conditions would not favour oak and could
account for the poor quality of the home grown oaks
at Drum and Crathes and the description of the old
‘scrabbly oaks’ being sold off at Drum in the 18th
century. The worsening climatic conditions would
also add more pressure to over-winter stock in the
shelter of the woodlands; in Scotland it was the
winter-grazing carrying capacity which limited the
number of stock which could be sustained (Lindsay,
1974). In turn this would further inhibit any
regeneration. The climate change reconstructions
also raise the question as to whether the increased
frequency of winter gales after 1420 sounded the
death-knell for the remaining 10/11th century origin
oaks in the 15th century. Large and old trees are more
susceptible to wind throw, and according to our dated
material the old oaks do not see out the 15th century.
Of course windfalls might be used in construction as
they were historically regarded as a valuable timber
resource in medieval England (Miles, 2006, 87) and
the use of windfalls is mentioned later in Scotland, for
example at Rannoch (Lindsey, 1974). It may be that
some of our long-lived 15th century oak represents
windfall material culled by the stormy onset of the
Little Ice Age.

A shift to imports and the
exploitation of native pine
As we have seen then, after 1450 the majority of oak
timber is imported, with structural timber coming
predominantly from Scandinavia. Eastern Baltic oak
was sought out for its fine, straight grain which made
it particularly suitable for boards to be carved or
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painted. Occasionally other sources have been
identified, such as the probable Irish oak at Castle of
Park. In the late medieval and post-medieval periods
the number of buildings with native oak timber, other
than re-used material, is very small, with only a
handful of late 16th and early 17th examples.
Documentary evidence indicates that the
commercial exploitation of the native pinewoods
began to gather pace from the 17th century, when
sawmills were developed in Scotland (Shaw 1984).
Early reports described plentiful trees of great size
(Smout et al., 2005, 195-6). The two 16th
century assemblages of native pine that we have
examined (but not yet dendro-dated) tend to
corroborate these descriptions; the timbers used in
the mid-16th century roof of Castle Grant were large
scantling, up to 260-300 mm across and some were
146+ years old, while the undressed pine logs used in
the construction of the late 16th century crannog at
Eaderloch, Loch Treig were as much as 260 mm in
diameter and over 200 years old (Crone, 2011). These
contrast strongly with the pine timbers found in the
17th and 18th century buildings mentioned above
which were generally slender poles, rarely more than
150 mm across, and usually young and fast-grown.
As the market developed for home-produced
pine, the larger trees which were more easily converted into beams and deals at sawmills would probably
be reserved for sale, or were sold as a standing crop to
external timber merchants. An example is the famous
case of the sale of 60,000 trees at Abernethy in 1727 to
the York Buildings Company (Smout et al., 2005, 127)
under a 15 year lease, a project which had met
financial ruin by 1737 despite the company’s
innovations in improved rafting methods (Stewart,
2003, 115). Even though such contracts often hit
problems, such as exaggeration by landowners of the
quantity of good timber trees and the difficulties of
making any profit after transportation costs were
taken into account (Lindsey 1974), the increasing
recognition of the potential commercial value of the
native pine woodlands resulted in proprietors
exerting more control on access to and exploitation of
these resources, and most probably meant that only
the smaller or less valuable types of timber were
available for local domestic use. This is perhaps
reflected in the use of other species such as ash, elm
and sycamore for the major elements in Perthshire
crucks of probable late 18th or early 19th century
date, with pine only used as small roofing poles, for
example at Moirlanich near Killin and Sunnybrae
Cottage in Pitlochry (Crone & Mills, 2011).
The young pine we have noted in many vernacular
buildings in the north east accords with contemporary accounts that, although Norwegian timber was
being imported for more prestigious buildings, ‘there
is enough at home for country purposes’ (Smout et
al., 2005, 127) and ‘…for the houses of the common
people’ (ibid 131). It also accords with evidence from
the Black Wood of Rannoch, which had its own
sawmills since at least the late 17th century, that most
of the timber produced there supplied a local market.
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An analysis of the destination of timber sold in
1779-81 shows that less than 6% went outside a radius
of 20 miles (Lindsay, 1974, 300). There was also a
tradition at Rannoch, prior to the mid-18th century
forfeiture of the estate, as prevailed in the Highlands
more generally at this time, that estate tenants had
rights to take certain types of timber for domestic
purposes and also to use the woods for sheltering and
grazing their stock (Lindsay, 1974). Such rights came
under increasing pressure in the Improvement Era,
from the mid-18th century as has been documented
at Mar, Rannoch and elsewhere (Lindsay, 1974;
Stewart, 2003; Watson & Stewart, 2004).
A late 18th century boost to the developing home
timber trade was provided by the Napoleonic Wars
from 1793 to 1815 which disrupted foreign imports
and led to a huge increase in the value of Scottish
woodland products so much so that it was temporarily possible to turn a handsome profit, as at
Rothiemurchus for example (Stewart, 2003, 105, 120).
While documentary records undoubtedly indicate
that some native pine was exported in the 18th and
early 19th centuries, or supplied specialist industries
such as the Garmouth ship-building (Skelton, 1994),
generally it appears that home-produced pine timber
struggled to compete when cheaper and arguably
better imports were readily available, not least due to
the high costs and difficulties of transport, and so
native pine predominantly supplied local markets
(Stewart, 2003, 118).

Conclusions

The dendrochronological evidence shows that native
Scottish oak was the principal source of structural
timber prior to 1450, at least in the higher status
buildings. Many of these structures used very
long-lived oak, which started life in the 10th and 11th
centuries, and while this enabled the provision of
some impressively old timber to medieval building
projects, it may mask a deficiency in sustainable
forestry practices, with grazing damage likely to have
been a significant problem in preventing
regeneration. When combined with the worsening
climate of the onset of the Little Ice Age, this all but
ended the home supply of oak timber by the late 15th
century. After 1450 the majority of oak is imported,
with structural timber coming predominantly from
Scandinavia and fine boards from the Eastern Baltic.
In the late medieval and post-medieval periods the
number of buildings with native oak timber, other
than re-used material, is very small, with only a
handful of late 16th and early 17th examples where
the timber quality is not very good, perhaps reflecting
the prevailing poorer climatic conditions.
In the 17th and 18th centuries importation
continues, but now pine predominates, and despite
developments in the commercial exploitation of
native pine in Scotland, issues of quality, price and
transportation often favoured the use of imported
pine above home-produced timber, especially in
larger building projects (Stewart, 2003, 114). This
imported pine came first from Scandinavia in the

17th century, and then from the mid 18th century
from the eastern Baltic.
The huge political upheavals and socio-economic
changes of 18th century Scotland brought great
changes to the ways in which woodlands were
managed and used, especially in the Highlands, where
much of the surviving native woodland lay. This
manifested itself differently from estate to estate, and
varied through time, but was almost always in tension
with competing pastoralist uses. However, generally
speaking, the drive to make profit often eclipsed local
traditional domestic uses, and this period witnessed
many leases to timber merchants, sometimes
foreigners, to fell tracts of Highland pinewoods, while
foreign imports continued to supply much of the
country. The Napoleonic Wars between 1793 and
1815 disrupted foreign imports, and led to price rises
and an escalation in the commercial exploitation of
Scottish woodlands, especially in coppiced oak for
bark and charcoal and native pine for timber.
However, the market for native pine was still
predominantly a local one.
It is relatively straightforward to date imported
oak because of the extensive regional oak chronologies in Europe and because of the number of robust
Scottish ‘import’ chronologies that now exist. Dating
and provenancing the rarer native Scottish oak
material is more challenging, especially after 1400
when there are few native site chronologies for
comparison. Further work is needed to build up the
reference data for native Scottish oak, especially for
the period from 1400 to 1700. These sites may be few
and far between, but they are particularly important
in understanding the fate of native oak woodlands in
the face of adverse climate conditions, a situation with
important resonances for our own time. Work
continues on developing a network of native pine
chronologies (Mills, 2008; Wilson et al., 2011; Mills et
al., forthcoming) which will facilitate the dating of
historic buildings in the core pinewood areas, and
perhaps further afield in the instances where Scottish
pine was exported. It will also contribute to
understanding climate change and its likely impacts
on our woodlands in the future.
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